
The Lodge Newsletter

ANNUAL MEETING

The annual meetings of the 

Board and the Incorporators 

of The Omicron Deuteron 

Charge of the Theta Delta Chi 

Fraternity Incorporated will 

take place IN PERSON on 

Friday, June 18 at 2:00 pm at 

the Charge House, 11 West 

Wheelock St., Hanover, NH.  

If you would like to attend 

virtually please email 

lodgeprez@gmail.com.  All in 

person attendees must be fully 

vaccinated.

UPCOMING EVENTS

FALL 2021: The annual 

Pledge Banquet will be held 

at Jesse’s on a Wednesday 

evening in late September or 

early October.  Please check 

the “TDX-Dartmouth Alumni 

Facebook” group for details.

JUNE 2022: We will resume 

having receptions at the house 

during reunions.  We will also 

be dedicating the 150th 

Anniversary Donors plaque at 

the reception.

Spring 2021

Hanover, NHTheta Delta Chi 
Omicron Deuteron Charge

Dear Brothers,

These have been difficult times and the personal interactions we used to take for

granted we now eagerly await resuming. During these times the Theta Delta Chi

brothers, undergraduate and graduate, have supported each other and we can look

forward to seeing one another in person soon. While COVID has disrupted

everyone’s lives the Lodge brothers have been resilient and true to the ideals of the

Fraternity. I think we can all be proud of Omie Duet and the thank you letter and

profile of this year’s recipient of Dartmouth’s TDX Scholarship in honor of J.

Frank Drake 1902 and Addison Winship II 1942 is far better and more eloquent

than anything I can write.

Your gifts help TDX provide financial assistance to brothers in need and we are

proud that the Corporation because of your generosity pays the house dues for all

brothers on financial aid and for all military veterans. In addition, we would

continue to urge you to donate to Dartmouth College for the TDX Scholarship

Fund in honor of Drake 1902 and Winship 1942.

With best wishes for everyone’s health and spirits, I remain,

In the Bonds,

Jim

James J. Calmas ‘84

lodgeprez@gmail.com

617-512-3883

APOLOGIES

As you know the Corporation is run by volunteers and mistakes happen and we

apologize. Due to COVID our PO Box went unchecked for a while this winter and

some gifts were returned to the sender while others went uncashed for a few

months. We are working on improving our processes and rest assured that your

gifts are greatly appreciated and needed. Without the approximately $40,000 per

annum given for “voluntary dues” our Fraternity would not be able to thrive.

Gifts can be made at pay.thetadelt.com

or pay by check at

Theta Delta Chi, Inc., C/o TJ Bonus ‘81, PO Box 22, Hanover, NH  03755



Banquet to Welcome Class of 2023

INTRODUCING…..the TDX Class of 2023. May they prosper beyond our wildest dreams.

Jack Barksdale ‘23 Jacksonville, FL

Jackson Crawford Battey ‘23 Ross, CA

Jeikson Boyle ‘23 Montclair, NJ

Ryan Brown ‘23 London, UK

TJ Bryan ‘23 Cortlandt Manor, NY

Matias Calvo ‘23 Maite, Guam

Jack DiMarzo ‘23 Ann Arbor, MI

Brendon Gallagher ‘23 Olney, MD

Brett Gallagher ‘23 Olney, MD

Willie Gridley ‘23 New York, NY

Angus Gruner ‘23 Portland, OR

Nic Halsted ‘23 London, UK

Quinn Heyneman ‘23 Sheridan, WY

Nicholas Hurley ‘23 New York, NY

Nick Irwin ‘23 Washington, DC

Andrew Johnston ‘23 Potomac, MD

Masao Kawasaki ‘23 Tokyo, Japan

Reece Lagerquist ‘23 Scarborough, ME

Mustafa Lone ‘23 Dubai, UAE

Jackson McGinley ‘23 Lake Oswego, OR

Peter Morawitz ‘23 Ketchum, ID

Mitchell Myers ‘23 Huntington Beach, CA

Henry Nolan ‘23 Little Rock, AR

Thomas Rogan ‘23 Merrick, NY

Mihir Sardesai ‘23 Sammamish, WA

Ryan Ashby Shores ‘23 Arlington, VA

Payton St Geme ‘23 San Francisco, CA

Adam Stein ‘23 Raleigh, NC

Jack Tartaglia ‘23 Rye, NY

Lucan White ‘23 Belmont, MA

Chris Zachary ‘23 Summit, NJ

“History of the Omicron Deuteron Charge of Theta Delta Chi, 1969” By Dick Stowell ‘68, Dick Wallace ‘70 and

Ad Winship ‘42

Known affectionately for over two decades by both its own members and the student body as the Boom Boom Lodge,

the Theta Delta Chi Fraternity at Dartmouth consistently has had unusually high representation on the football

squad as well as those of other contact sports. Their maleness indisputably is dominant. Their spirit is large, and

whether in the role of policemen or pranksters, their visibility is high. Their energy is excessive. Their timing has

been known to be poor, at least on occasion, in the eyes of the Dean.

Ad Winship ‘42, Undergraduate Advisor. “Report to Grand Lodge” in response to publicity about Omie Deut

following the release of the movie “Animal House.”t

Excerpts from the Archives

Every Theta knows he could be none other than a brother member of the

fraternity. There is an indefinable something, soliloquize as you will, that

radiates its principles, for even the grip of a Theta pulsates the

interpretation of its mystical letters. Every Theta lives its pulchritude in

daily relations with fellow men; believes it and its incentive, to the

betterment in ennobling life.

John Bailey Mills 1872 (charter member), address at semi-centennial,

October 18, 1919

There have been great athletes, scholars, and success stories to emerge

from Theta Delta Chi but brotherhood has come out the strongest. Just

being able to associate with the greatest single group in the world is more

than enough justification for a Dartmouth education. Norman Hackett

said of Theta Delta Chi at Dartmouth: "It's not a Club, it's a Fraternity." I

think that it's even more than that.



TDX’s Chiharu “Chick” Igaya ‘57

In a recent broadcast from the World Alpine Skiing

Championships in Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy, an

announcer mentioned Chiharu “Chick” Igaya, a silver

medalist for Japan at the Winter Olympics held at the

same venue in 1956. The announcer added that Igaya had

skied in the 1950s for Dartmouth College. In fact,

Igaya—Theta Delta Chi ’57, and now 89 years of age—is

among the most decorated Dartmouth skiers of all time.

Igaya skied for Japan in the 1952, 1956, and 1960

Olympic games in Oslo, Cortina, and Squaw Valley. He

skied for Dartmouth in the NCAA championships,

winning a record six national titles in Alpine events in

1955, 1956, and 1957.

Igaya graduated from Dartmouth with a degree in

geology. He worked for AIG in New York, then in Japan,

rising to chairman of AIG Japan in 1994. He has

remained active in Olympic circles, serving for decades on

the International Olympic Committee (IOC), including a

term as vice-president. In 2006, he was awarded an

honorary doctorate of humane letters from Dartmouth.

In an interview with Lisa Furlong in the Dartmouth Alumni Magazine in 2010, Chick said that his “family and

friends were much worried about my heading to the United States just two years after the signing of the U.S.-

Japanese peace treaty. I wasn’t worried,” he said, “because of the people I had met at the 1952 Oslo Games and

while competing in the States after that.” “As the only Japanese student on campus,” he added, “I was pretty

recognizable even to those who paid no attention to skiing.” In advice for all athletes, he said: “Sports technique is

not enough to become the best sportsman. You have to learn to use your head to win.” And in a story reminiscent

of the infamous Winter Carnival “slide” often built from the porch roof of TDX, Igaya recalled: “They used to

show my 1956 crash at Cortina in the Olympic museum in Lausanne. I was very interested to watch it and amazed

I survived in one piece.”

Igaya’s teammate, Tom Ettinger ’60, recalls Chick’s same intrepid daring. Ettinger was a freshman skier in the

winter of ’57. He and the other frosh were in awe of the Olympic medalist. But Ettinger also recalls Chick’s

modest and helpful nature: at team practice runs at the Suicide Six ski area in Woodstock, Chick often took time to

teach the new skiers lessons he had learned at the highest levels of world competition. Other skiers from TDX also

skied with Chick: Dave Harwood (himself an NCAA champion in ’58) and Bill Smith were co-captains of the ’58

team, and Tom Brock ’60, was a Nordic skiing specialist. (Brock was undergraduate president of the Lodge and

later president of the TDX House Corporation).

Ettinger’s most vivid memory of Chick still lingers, now decades later. As Ettinger rode up the lift at Mt.

Mansfield in Stowe, Vermont, that day, he had a bird’s eye view of the treacherous “National” trail. National was

long known as one of the steepest and mogul-filled in the East. Suddenly, there appeared a figure at the top of the

trail, descending at a high rate of speed. It was Tom’s former teammate. Chick shot down the trail, seeming to

take the moguls “three at a time.” Ettinger, a life-long skier, said recently from his home in Vermont: “It was the

most acrobatic display of skiing I have ever witnessed.”



Inspired by Charles “Zeus” Stevens ‘57 the Corporation has launched an Amnesty program which will be in 

effect until September 1, 2021.

Zeus called us to admit that he had not paid house dues from 1959-1960 when he returned to Dartmouth to finish 

his studies following military service and he wanted to make amends. This act of generosity and loyalty spurred 

our progressive  Corporation Treasurer, Tom Naughton ‘89, to roll out an amnesty plan.  Any alumnus brother 

who pays full alumni dues ($200) or more between now and September 1 will be absolved of past financial 

obligations incurred from among things:

Non payment of dues and/or rent

Attempting to burn a door in the fireplace

Discharging fire extinguishers

Errant croquet balls shattering windows

Breaking door to the old kitchen

Running air conditioners while the heat is on

Running water continuously into above ground pool for the entire summer

Not doing house job or showing up for clean up

Skipping out on doing promised chores for house ride

Making collect calls from house pay phone which got charged back to the house

Stealing house furniture, in particular Dartmouth Chairs which were placed in the library in ‘09

Putting holes in wall

Throwing paint on a Blood’s tent on the BHCF during reunions

Breaking pong tables by belly flopping on them

Damaged stair treads from stair diving 

Unpaid share for Senior ‘Tails

Broken light fixtures

Not paying for 150th

While the Corporation needs the money we’d also love to get the story behind your amnesty payment. If you 

would like to tell your story and remain anonymous we will honor your wishes. Please email your stories to 

lodgeprez@gmail.com or send them in with your checks.  Perhaps the Dean of the College will follow our lead 

and clean the slates of brothers who may have transgressed in the eyes of the Dean’s office. 

Reminder - We are a 501c7 organizations and gifts to the Corporation are not tax deductible

In Memoriam

Richard G. Brace ’54

Richard H. Stowell ’68

TDX Corporation Announced Amnesty 

Photos from the Archives
It is also with 

heavy heart 

that we share 

the passing of 

another one of 

our beloved 

labs, Chieftain 

T. Lodge. 

Chief lived a 

long and 

prosperous life 

and passed 

peacefully into 

the night.



Dear Mr. Moy,

My name is Hayden Kim and I am the ’21 who was selected for the Theta Delta Chi Scholarship Fund in honor

of J. Frank Drake 1902 and Addison L. Winship II 1942. I cannot even begin to express how eternally grateful I

am to be given the chance to attend Dartmouth. I think the high school sophomore version of me, who visited

Dartmouth for the first time on a whim, would be really happy about how everything turned out.

Going into Dartmouth, I had no idea of what I wanted to do, much less even know what major to pursue.

Looking back, as a student in my final year, I am extremely pleased with how the past four years went. I am a

double major in Economics and Geography, where I focus on international development. On campus, I am a

brother of the Theta Delta Chi fraternity, senior editor of the World Outlook undergraduate journal of

international affairs, and am a member of the Dartmouth Rugby Football Club, Dartmouth Investment and

Philanthropy Program, Dartmouth Consulting Group, Dartmouth Business Journal, Winter Sports Club,

Dartmouth Finance Society, Nelson A. Rockefeller Center, and the Political Economy Project. With the backing

of Dartmouth, I have also served as a research assistant to a Dartmouth professor, co-founded my own marketing

consulting company, interned at two different hedge funds and an investment bank, and will be working as an

investment banking analyst this July after I graduate.

Growing up, money was always a worry, which prevented me from pursuing extracurricular activities that

seemed exciting to me. Thanks to your help, that wasn’t an issue at Dartmouth, where I was able to travel freely

with my fraternity brothers and take lessons and develop passion for things I was not able to pursue before, such

as snowboarding. Attending Dartmouth was a pivotal moment in my life, and I wanted to thank you so much for

giving me the chance to experience it fully!

Sincerely,

Hayden H. Kim ’21

PLEASE SHARE A STORY ABOUT A MEANINGFUL RELATIONSHIP THAT IS PART OF YOUR

DARTMOUTH EXPERIENCE.

For me, being a brother of the Theta Delta Chi fraternity is a huge part of my Dartmouth experience. From

getting breakfast sandwiches at Collis together to studying in the Stacks late into the night, my experiences with

my brothers have been the defining moment of my Dartmouth experience. From discussing job prospects to

discussing our favorite Star Wars movie, I am fortunate to have a community where I can discuss anything with.

Specifically, one, or a series of, moments that stick with me is during Sophomore Summer, and spending nearly

every day watching the sun set on the surf with my brothers. I understand most people expect an “academic”

answer when describing a specific Dartmouth experience, such as discussing Roman history or meeting the

Secretary of State, but to me, the community I made here is the most important thing from my Dartmouth

experience.

Letter From Hayden Kim ‘22, Recipient of the College’s TDX Scholarship 

in Honor of J. Frank Drake 1902 and Addison Winship II 1942



Donor Roll

Gifts can be made at: or by check

Pay.thetadelt.com Theta Delta Chi, Inc., 

C/o TJ Bonus ’81

PO Box 22, Hanover, NH  03755

In the bonds,

President: James J. Calmas ’84 lodgeprez@gmail.com (617-512-3883)

Vice-President: Luke Dann ‘94

Treasurer: Thomas Naughton ‘89

Clerk: Thomas A. Barnico ’77

Directors: T. Csatari ’74; W. Hansen ’74; P. Moy ’76; T. Barnico ’77; B. Bollenbach ’78; C. Oberg ’78; T.J. Bonus

’81; J. Calmas ’84; W. Connolly ’84; T. Naughton ’89; L. Dann ’94; G. Harrison ‘94; P. Schmitt ’03; G. Colla ’04; B. 

Heritage ’06; R. Danehy ’06; A. Tonelli ‘06; D. Lally ’11; J.P. Garry ’13; J. Montour ’17; D. Stephan ‘17

Henry Parker 1946

Ralph Destino 1954

Jim Nelson 1955

Rick Worrell 1956

Neil Barker 1956

Ben Bixby 1957

Charles "Zeus" Stevens 1957

Charles "Zeus" Stevens 1957

Peter Scott 1959

Jerry Wonderlich 1959

Dick Gale 1960

Tom Ettinger 1960

Jim McElhinney 1961

Jeffrey Urstadt 1962

StuBoy Johnson 1962

Carter Strickland 1962

Ernie Weymuller 1962

Chuck Goldthwaite 1963

Tom Washing 1963

David Goodwillie 1963

Wilson Madden 1964

James Regan 1964

Whitney Goit 1964

Peter Steck 1964

Ellery McClintock 1964

Penn Siegel 1965

Bruce Wagner 1965

Tom Clarke 1966

James Cruickshank 1968

Wells Chandler 1968

Dick Patrick 1968

Rob Wagner 1969

Jeff Brown 1969

D. Craig Miller, M.D. 1969

Richard Wallace 1970

Paul Pullen 1972

Phil Murphy 1973

Doug Jaeger 1973

Tom Csatari 1974

Big H 1974

'Nimal 1975

James Mollenhoff 1975

John Lagnese 1975

Pete Dakin 1976

Steve Cordy 1977

T'pole 1977

Don Thomas 1977

Paul Gigot 1977

Hoss Rogers 1977

Willard von Bollenbach IV 1978

Joe Nastri 1979

Roget Phillips 1979

Rob Worley 1979

Frank "Fred" Leddy 1980

Sidney Wicks 1980

Jimmy D 1981

Jeff Reilly 1981

TJ Bonus 1981

Paul Curnin 1983

Ned Ferguson 1983

Chuck Goss 1984

John McCallum 1984

Peter Herzig 1984

Aloke Mamdal 1985

Andrew Morton 1985

William Muirhead 1986

Ken Klemm 1986

Scott Isherwood 1986

Tom Morrison 1986

Joe Griffith 1991

Rich Pastore 1992

Luke Dann 1994

Adam Grossman 1994

Matt Raben 1996

Jeff English 1996

James Lust 1997

David Miller 1998

Mike Henry 1998

George Wisecarver 1999

David Maher 1999

Curtis Peele 2000

Damon Austin 2001

Paul Schmitt 2003

Scott Roslyn 2003

John Huelskamp 2006

Paul Huelskamp 2006

Will Pierce 2006

Wilson Handler 2007

Robert D'Angelo 2008

Towny Swiggett 2010

Fergus Campbell 2013

Osarene Ekhatar 2015


